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The King in His Glory 

Isaiah 6.1–13 

Sermon 
Announcements: Xmas concert, forward on our knees, book table. 

July 24, 1963, 16 yr old Wm J Clinton went on an Amer Legion trip 
to DC, went to White House, shook JFK’s hand. Just four months 
before assassination. Clinton: meeting JFK “had a very profound 
impact” on him. In fact, another pers on trip, Jim Ramstad, a Repub 
who ended up representing MN in Congress from 1991–2009, 
recalled Clinton getting on the bus & telling everyone, “Some day 
I’m going to have Pres Kennedy’s job.” To which Ramstad replied, 
“Sure & I’m going to be pope. & I’m not even Catholic.” Clinton: 
“It’s something that I carried w me always.” (ABC). Sometimes a 
single encounter can alter the course of one’s life. 

That’s what we have in our txt today, but on a far greater scale. Isa 
6 (p. 463). 1st 5 chs a preface to book, now Isa returns to what 
started it all, what sent him on road of his min. & what started it all: 
an encounter, something unlike any of us have ever exp’d. & it 
altered Isa’s life forever. & while his exp is dift from our own, if you 
really see what’s happened to Isa, it’ll alter your life forever too. 

Vision recorded in 1st four vss simply stunning. We err if we read 
them like a script, w a director saying, “your lines, seraphim; now 
shake the doorposts; ok, cue the smoke.” Isa records these details 
consecutively but saw vision all at once. You can see him going up 
the temple steps as it were, hearing the chant of the angelic hosts. 
Cry so loud that building constantly shaking. Can’t see clearly bc of 
smoke, but continues moving forward. Finally realizes can enter no 
farther bc K’s robe fills the temple floor. Then he sees the seraphim 
(= burning ones, not Ren angels). But in ctr the most amazing sight 
of all: the L himself (= adonai). His throne elevated for he is exalted 
& the whole scene depicts his inimitable majesty. Truly stunning. 
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& yet we haven’t even gotten to most stunning element. In fact, 
most amazing thing about this scene not even stated here. Might 
sound strange, but true. What could possibly add to this dazzling 
scene? Let me show you. Normally I’d come at this inductively, but 
today I want to approach this deductively. Jn 12 (p. 725). Looked at 
this psg a few yrs ago in series on this gos. At midpoint of book: 
chs. 13–21 deal w trials, cross, res; chs. 1–12 w earthly min. Apos 
here drawing concs from X’s min. Alludes to Isa 6 & gives us the 
most amazing detail. [Read vv. 37–41. Point out v. 38 a quotation 
of Isa 53.1, v. 40 of Isa 6.10.] 

v. 41 lit reads, “Isa said this bc he saw his glory and he spoke conc 
him.” Only one way to read the pronouns & NIV nailed it: he saw 
J’s glory. John provides the most amazing detail bc it is the detail 
that positively identifies the One sitting on the throne: not just G 
generically, but J specifically (identity). When Isa saw the L high & 
exalted, seated on a throne, he was looking at J. 

I realize some of you find that hard to believe. Challenging enough 
to take serious the record of someone’s vision 1000s of yrs ago, but 
to think that the one he saw wouldn’t arrive on scene for another 
700 yrs takes the cake. But if you’re wondering what Xianity is all 
about, what makes Xians tick, what it is we bel, nothing more fund 
than this: J is the L (= Adonai, 1), L Almighty (= Yahweh of hosts, 3), 
the K (5). As our conf of faith puts it, “We bel that, moved by love 
& in obed to his F, the eter S became human wo ceasing to be G.” 

Claim may be incredible to you. Maybe it’ll help you to know that 
some here who id themselves as Xians have a hard time w this too. 
Oh, they bel J is G in human flesh, but they’ve never read Isa 6 & 
thought it referred to J. Theo we affirm J is SofG, but prac we read B 
as if J is pretty much a NT personage. Why so many Xians find 
reading OT hard. In fact through 1st few msgs of this Isa series, no 
doubt some of you Xians have thought, “Wow, we always end up 
talking about J. But I didn’t see his name in the txt. How did Hosk 
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end up there?” To give a short ans, I’ve argued that the theme of Isa 
1–39 is the K & the city. Jn 12 tells us the K’s id: J. That means chs. 
1–39 are all about J the K. Granted Isa didn’t know every detail that 
we know now looking back, didn’t know how each of his 
statements would be fulfilled (neither do we!). But now that M has 
come, we have clues in NT to teach us how to read OT, so we can 
go back to OT & see what J meant: OT testifies to him (Jn 5.29). 

Now maybe I haven’t convinced you yet. So let’s run John’s 
hypothesis through. He said that Isa’s vision in ch. 6 is a revelation 
of J’s glory. If that is so, what does this psg say about J? (character) 
• the timeless one (1). Here Isa sees J 700 yrs before J’s birth. A 

vision of what’s to come? Not likely, since in this vision the K 
gives Isa the msg he was to preach to his contemporaries, not 
the message that J himself would preach once he arrived. So 
here is J appearing 700 yrs before his incarnation. Unlike you 
and me, his existence precedes his conception in a human 
womb. His being transcends time itself. He is the timeless one. 

• the unique one (3). holy has two sides: positively a ref to being 
set apart, none like him, ergo morally pure; negatively a ref to 
separateness, distinction, ergo unsullied. Bc his purity cannot 
tolerate the introduction of a single stain, just like the bridal 
party does everything in its power to protect the bridal gown. 
No one like him, stands alone & apart. He is the unique one. 

• the sovereign one (9–10). Already see it in the appellation L 
(adonai, 1). But how he rules over all becomes clear in vv. 9–
10. Tinge of irony in these vss: Isa’s min would have exactly the 
opp effect it should have. Rather than peo hearing his word, 
confessing their sin, & returning to the L, his preaching would 
only serve to harden them in the way they’d already chosen. 
But irony notwithstanding, every NT gos writer quotes these vss 
wrt J’s earthly min: Mt/Mk/Lk as reason J spoke in parables (i.e., 
to conceal truth) & we already read Jn’s (i.e., they could not 
bel). Not just letting peo go own way but actively preventing 
some from understanding & believing. He is the sov one. 
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• the just one (11–13). Bc J is morally pure & will not tolerate 

injustice/unr/sin, J brings justice to those who break his laws. & 
remember, this not a word for pagan Gens out there, but for 
law-keeping relig types (cf. 1.11–15). For his own erring peo—
children of Abr/Isaac/Jacob—J promises destruction & exile. & 
even the remnant, so often pictured as the hope for nation, 
even the remnant would be ransacked (13). A harsh word of 
judgment for peo of G bc J is the just one. 

Makes you wonder why anyone would want the M to come at all, 
whether he was J or not. Who could poss measure up to G’s law? 
Who could avoid the harshness of div judgment? Who might not 
be expelled by G’s presence? How is advent of the M good news? 

The stirrings of hope found in last vs. There will be enough of a 
remnant of Isrs to preserve the holy seed (13). A promise that goes 
all the way back to Adam & Eve: One would come who would 
reverse the curse, not a bull/goat/sheep, but the seed of a woman 
(Gen 3.15). Then to Abr: through your seed all nats on earth will be 
blessed (Gen 22.18). Promise repeated to Isaac, Jacob, David 
(2Sam 7.12). & now Isa adds this bit: even tho the nat is sent away/
even tho Isr chopped down like a tree/even tho the remnant itself is 
laid waste, still promise remains: the holy seed/the holy child will 
come. & when we come to NT we find an angel—perh like those 
seraphim—approach a common young woman & tell her the 
unthinkable: the HS will come o you & the power of the Most High 
will overshadow you, so the holy one to be born will be called the 
S of G (Lk 1.35). The holy seed/child/one has come. Who knew 
that the One who would come was the One Isa saw? But come he 
did, in fulfillment of the promise. 

But how is this good news? Bc when J came—the timeless one/
unique/sovereign/just—we find a 5th element to his char that Isa 
foretold: the forgiving one. We see him w a paralytic lowered 
through a thatch roof & hear him say to the man, Your sins are 
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forgiven (Mk 2.5). We watch as relig moralists thrust a woman in 
front of him accused of adultery & see him turn their self-r on 
themselves before saying to the woman, Neither do I condemn 
you, go & sin no more (Jn 8.12). We observe him calling an unjust 
tax collector to follow him & then see him having dinner with peo 
everyone knew as sinners. & when the relig point their accusatory 
finger at him, we hear J say, Not the healthy who need a dr but the 
sick, I have not come to call righteous, but sinners (Mt 9.12–13). 

& that’s precisely what we found in Isa 6. For when Isa saw who J 
was, when he stood before majesty unlike he had ever exp’d, he 
realized just how undone he was/ruined/wo hope. & he cried out, 
“I’m as good as dead! I’ve sinned w my mouth!” But then one of 
the seraphim, heeding the command of the K, took a coal off the 
altar, applied it to his lips, & spoke the assurance of pardon. J is the 
forgiving one. He delights to take the filthy & wash them clean, 
broken & make them whole, sick & make them well. 

But it takes an altar. That’s where the coal came from, the source of 
forgiveness. No forgiveness wo a sacrifice. & that’s why J went to 
the cross, to be the sacrifice for the sins of relig peo like Isa & unr 
peo like Matthew. The holy seed himself was cut off so that those 
who are in him would never be. No forgiveness wo a sacrifice: yet 
for our forgiveness J became the sacrifice. 

Everything Isa said about the King in his glory was fulfilled in J. & 
when you exp an encounter like this, it alters the course of your 
whole life—often surprisingly so. Pres Clinton had an inkling that 
he’d go into public service (ergo Amer Legion), but many at 1st 
many Xians surprised by J’s glory. CSL, professor of lit & author of 
many books defining & defending Xianity, said on night of his 
conversion, he was “perh the most dejected & reluctant convert in 
all England.” & for the rest of us, even those who would never 
describe their conversion that way bc it was the most joyous 
moment of our lives, still face enormous challenges in following X: 
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have qs that linger in our minds wo full answer, exp times of deep 
darkness in our souls, encounter sits that challenge our belief in J’s 
sov. And yet we persist on in believing & following J, continue to 
turn from our sin & trust this Sav, wrestle/think/work/pray/read/ask/
question/struggle/fight. “Why go on in the face of unans qs & dark 
nights of the soul & sits that inspire doubt instead of faith? Why not 
just give up?” We go on bc we have seen J. & he is everything he 
said he would be, everything we ever longed for, & more. We don’t 
need to have ans to our every q, for we have the K. We can go 
through dark seasons wo a ray of light, for we know the L. We can 
deal w circs that are beyond our control & maintain our faith, for 
we have seen J. & he changes everything. Friend, if you would see J 
as he is, as Isa describes him, it would change your life forever. 

& bros & sis, the imps of this psg continue to alter the course of our 
lives. Not just a once-for-all decision back there, but a process that 
is renewed day by day. & that process begins w seeing the glory of 
X, every day (2Cor 3.18). This is what you need every day: not 
simply read/study B & pray. Hypocrites do that. What distinguishes 
a follower of J from a self-r moralist is that when moralist reads & 
prays he sees his own glory (look how good/spir/holy I am) & when 
follower of J reads & prays he sees the glory of J. When you see his 
glory, it melts your heart into confession of sin: you see just how 
short you fall, you bemoan your brokenness. Don’t stop reading till 
you’ve melted into confession: the cure for legalism & self-r is 
brokenness & repentance. But don’t stop there, press through until 
you hear the pardoning word, that for those sins too J died. There’s 
a sense in which when you read the B, you should be asking two 
qs: what does this psg teach me about me? about X? The first will 
lead you to confession, the second to assurance. & when you’ve 
seen his glory, confessed your sin, & heard his pardon, you’ll be 
where Isa ended up: ready & willing to live for this K, to take his 
mercy to those who haven’t tasted it, to spread his fame to those 
who haven’t seen it, to share his gos w those who don’t know it. 
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Sometimes a single encounter can alter the direction of one’s life. 
For Pres Clinton meeting JFK set him on a path of public service. 
For the Xian who’s met someone far more sig than a US Pres, 
meeting J & seeing his glory sets us on a path of service as well, a 
life lived to make others know love, a life lived to bring glory to our 
K. By his grace & for his glory, may the glory of J keep transforming 
you into his own likeness. 
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